The aim of this article is to demonstrate the impact of creativity and employee involvement in improving their workplaces on productivity.
INTRODUCTION
Kaizen is a philosophy for continuous improvement of the company and approach it to perfection. Kaizen refers to a small, gradual improvements incurred as a result of efforts. The aim of kaizen is to improve individual operations and processes by eliminating waste and improving value-added activities. The Kaizen philosophy has been implemented in organizations around the world as a way to improve production values while also improving employee morale and safety. The Kaizen philosophy may be applied to any workplace scenario due to its simple nature.The first scientific publication indexed in Scopus on the subject of kaizen is a conference paper "Towards Balanced appropriately factory automation" presented by a scien-tist from the University in Oakland at 8th International Conference on Production Research in Stuttgart in 1985. The number of scientific publications indexed in Scopus on the subject of kaizen in individual years is shown in Fig.1 .
The issue of Kaizen is discussed in various scientific fields, but most often in scientific publications in the field of engineering sciences (54.7% of all publications), followed by management (28.6% of all publications) and computer science (12.7% of all publications). The growing interest in the concept of Kaizen among scientists is reflected also in enterprises. Companies are increasingly willing to start improving processes in their companies of implementing the Kaizen concept. The main advantage of Kaizen is the fact that all company's employees are involved in improving processes through the ability to report on the conclusions of kaizen ideas. The involvement of employees guarantees durability of the implemented solutions. 
LITERATURE REVIEW
The economic situation of the country and the position of manufacturing enterprises among the competitors forces the manufacturers to use methods of improving production processes that allow the reduce production costs and increase productivity. The concept, which allows the improvement of manufacturing processes, is Lean Manufacturing (LM). Primarily a LM assumes the elimination of all waste (jap. Muda) occurring on production 5 . This concept is derived from the production system TPS (Toyota Production System), whose creators were Japanese engineers: Sakichi Toyoda, Ki'ichirō Toyoda and Taiichi Ohno. It is they who in the early twentieth century revolutionized manufacturing Toyota Group 6 . Taiichi Ohno 7 in his works devoted to the frugal production of listed seven types of waste: overproduction, errors and quality defects, waiting, over-processing, transport superfluous and movement superfluous. Currently, seven types of waste is enriched by yet another -untapped potential employee. In this context, it is meant ignoring or not using of ideas, competence, talent and time employee 8 . Manufacturing enterprises to eliminate waste, presented the use of one of the tools of Lean Manufacturing which is Kaizen. In Japan, Kaizen means continuous improvement 9 10 . It is run slowly, increasing from time to time but continuously. Meanwhile, in America it is known as "Kaizen Blizt" or "Kaizen Event" 11 . According to Imai 12 Kaizen is a continuous improvement process involving every one, managers and workers. Cheser 13 explains that Kaizen means making small changes on a regular basis by reducing waste and continuously improving productivity, safety, and effectiveness. Suzaki 14 explains that Kaizen is a philosophy widely practiced in belief that, that there is no end to make a process better. Each small improvement consists of many levels of development, mainly used for improving manufacturing processes.
Application process of kaizen method basically consists of 15 :  definition of the improvement area,  analysis and selection of the key problem,  identification of the cause of improvement,  planning the remedial center measures,  implementation of the improving project,  measuring, analyzing and comparison of the results,  standardization. The Kaizen is dedicated to the improvement of productivity, efficiency, quality and of business excellence 16 .
COMPANY DESCRIPTION
The research was conducted in a large European manufacturing company which is an official supplier and technological partner of a vast majority of the vehicle producing companies from all over the world. The Company was set up in 1949 producing mechanical cables for the spare parts market. In that time, the automobile industry was nearly inexistent in Spain. Between the 50's and the 70's, several makers, such as Seat, Barreiros, Avia and Iomsa, Fasa Renault, Pegaso, Ford, Mercedes, Citroën, Peugeot and Motor Ibérica among others, decided to establish themselves in the country. The Company decided a change in strategy and focused it in becoming a supplier for these brands. Following this path, The Company grows and consolidates as the Spanish leader in its different lines of product, though benefited by the political environment and closed markets. On the one hand, the protectionist Spanish legislation of that time obliged the car builders which were established in the country to have Spanish main suppliers. On the other hand, the builders' decisions were decentralized at every country they operated, which helped The Company be near the customers and know first-hand their needs and habits. During this first stage, The Company begins its expansion abroad, deciding to establish itself in Oporto in Portugal in the beginning of the 70's. Nowadays The Company has production centers, engineering centers and commercial offices in 19 countries in Europe, North America, South America and Asia. The Company has a team of 8.661 professionals working all around the world, invests a 4% of its turnover in R&D every year and in 2012, the Group invoiced 953 million Euro.
In order to constantly improve the company decided to implement kaizen in the production system. Pilot implementation was made on the production line producing one of the handles.
The main goals that The Company intended to achieve through the implementation of kaizen were as follows:
 Increase the productivity,  Reduce manufacturing cycle,  Reduce manufacturing area,  Reduce work in progress,  Increase the quality,  Flexible line according to the customer requirements,  Improve ergonomics and security of work It should be noted that, in according to management wishes, goals were set quite generally, without specifying numerical values. A common practice is to set specific numerical values to be pursued. The term numerical targets help to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of these actions.
At the first meeting the working team established a detailed work plan consisting of the stages as show in fig. 2 . Due to the limited volume of the article in this publication selected steps of improvement are shown in Figure 2 in gray. Figure 3 shows lay out of the line before kaizen activities. In table 1-7, information's about measurement of time used by operator no.1-7 in each operation before Kaizen are shown. Operator no.1 Task 1: Take base and position in useful, press button, take Lever, Joint Socket and set in Lever, turn Joint Socket in the other side, place Lever in useful grease and grease, place Joint Socket in the correct position, set 1st Semisocket in Lever and set everything with the Base, take out Base from useful and check if Semisocket is in the right position, place again the Base in the useful and set the 2nd Semisocket. Take placket and set with Base, screw with 2 screws, check screwed pressing a button and take out the Base pressing the bimanual. Task 1: Take Base and position in useful, press bimanual to lock, take Selector and grease with the paintbrush, take Spring and Locker Badge and set in Selector, set everything in Base, take two Badges and set in Base, insert the tray and press bimanual, take out the last Base from place 2b and leave in 3a, come back to 2a, take out the Base and leave in 2b. Operator no.4 Task 1: Take Base and put pressing a button, take Detent grease "valleys and mountains" zone and set in Base, screw (x4) the Detent, check Lever movement, take and set superior joint and check screw approaching the tester and pressing bimanual, take out the tester and take out the lever. Table 8 . shows time that each worker spends in each step of his work and the total time spent in the whole process 
MEASUREMENT AND CALCULATIONS

No. of measurement
Overproduction
-Accumulation of work in progress.
-Objectives and achievements are not clear.
-The quantity of pieces to manufacture is out of control.
Waiting
-Operators without work.
-Low rhythm of the operators.
Transport
-Loading and unloading are very complicated.
-A large number of means of transport.
Over processing
-Differences between the operators.
-Differences between the standard and the activity.
-A lot of activity which does not add any value from the point of view of the customer.
Inventory
-Stock of damaged material.
-Stock in containers of current production.
-Differentiated storage system.
Movements
-Not standardized workstation equipment.
-Wrong spaced equipments.
-Difficult access to the components.
Defects
-A lot of rejected parts.
-Difficulties during assembly.
-Long repair jobs.
-Irregular operations.
Source: own.
Next step was to identify waste in regard to each operator and workplace. Tables 10 to  16 shows waste identify for each operator. Table 10 . Waste identify at first workstation
Kind of waste
Identified examples Overproduction -Accumulates 5 -6 levers for next post.
Over processing -Mounted cap on lever and turn it over to grease Lever and then put back well. -After place Lever at Base, take out Base of the useful to check the Semisocket Assembly. -Reset on each lever because the station does not work well (screwed Verifier).
Movement
-Container Bases are very deep.
-Levers are near frame side and must look out for catching it.
Defects
-Although the program gives information to the verification of the bolted and placket, it does not lock the Lever and let follow the following process but the Lever oiler not oiling. -The alarms lights are activated when you press the bimanual in case of eject Lever.
Source: own. Table 11 . Waste identify at second workstation
Kind of waste Identified examples
Overproduction
-Accumulates 5 -6 levers for next post.
-They have no place to leave the levers made and they are left on the bench in a disorderly way in the base of the next post.
Over processing
-Take the spring from the shelf and mounts, and then take the locking pin of the same shelf (2 movements of the arm).
-Fit parts in Kanban boxes
Movement
-Moves from 2a to 2b to remove the lever, he goes back to the 2a to grab the lever and made moves to 2b to put in useful and press button, returns to 2a to mount and position lever in useful. -You must look out for catching them and parts back side structure.
Source: own. Over processing -3a difficulty in positioning lever in useful to attach solenoid.
-3a difficulty in placing Solenoid in basis.
-3a wrap the Solenoid cables giving 2 laps.
-Fit parts in Kanban boxes.
-3a turns to leave lever in next station.
-3a the following do not have to leave the levers and lose time searching for it. -3a moves from 3a to 3b to mount Solenoid in database and returns to 3a for screw Solenoid. -Very high benches (place a pallet on the floor to gain height).
Source: own. 
-Detent away behind the lateral structure and must look out for catching it. -He turns to leave the lever in the tray of the next station.
-Superior joint very remote.
-Very high benches (place a pallet on the floor to gain height).
Defects
-Checker Fails screwed. Reset on each lever.
Source: own. Over processing -Pink point mark in TF.
-Check TC CocoVikingo and plastic TF.
Movement
-Move to station 6, take out the lever and return to station 5, grab the lever and returns to station 6, placed in useful and drives bimanual. Returns to station 5.
Defects
-TC bad stapling.
-TF with broken "chimney".
-TF with broken tigger.
Overproduction
-Take out lever of the useful and leaves in control table.
-Returns up to tray and grab handle to put in useful.
-Fill out the Final Check List sheet.
-Makes labels NOK product.
Movement
-Very deep shipping container and has to lean.
-Go to look for separators for shipping container. Defects -Mistakes in the final check list.
The reasons of occur waste are identified through the use of quality tools, such as cause-and-effect diagram, control chart, Pareto chart, flow chart and also 5 why and failure mode and effects analysis. Removal of individual cases of waste was made possible by organizational changes, change psyche of employees, and also by small investment. After analyzing the causes of waste and ways of eliminating was formulate new labor standards for operators, which resulted in a shortening of cycle time.
MEASUREMENT FOR THE NEW LINE
Actions taken in the context of improvement and involvement of employees contributed to a significant improvement on the analyzed production line. Figure 4 shows lay out of the line after kaizen activities. Fig.4 . Layout of the line after kaizen activities Source: own. Table 17 shows new times that each operators need for each steps of his work after Kaizen. Number of employees after changes has been the same, but volume of production increase to 482 pieces per day, it mean that new productivity is 4,3 pieces per operator per hour. Better use of production space reduce the need for production area from 55,8m 2 to 49m 2 . Also work in progress are now under control and it takes 15 handles.
CONCLUSIONS
After an application of Kaizen solution for the analyzed production line there is still the same number of workers, but increasing the productivity. Each operator produces now 6 units more per turn. Cycle time was reduced by 30 seconds. With the new layout production line was using 15,8 square meters less than before. The summary of all results are shown in table 18. Source: own.
Pilot implementation of the concept of kaizen on one of the production line was a success, so management decided to implement kaizen on other lines. Kazien goals for the next line have been quantified, and the company developed its own way of communicating with employees, reporting kaizen ideas and rewarding employees who contribute to the continuous improvement of the company.
Implementation of the project confirms that creativity and employee involvement in improving their workplaces has a huge impact on productivity.
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